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CMH President & CEO Report 
February 2019  

 
This report provides a brief update on some key activities within CMH as an FYI.  While 
it is organized by our wildly important goals (WIGs) and our 2018-19 strategic themes, it 
may include other appropriate projects. As always, I’m happy to answer questions and 
discuss issues within this report or other matters.  
 

 

 
Patient Experience 

 
 

 
Innovation: Patients to access their charts on-line 

• CMH is empowering patients to take further control of their healthcare with 
the launch of MyChart™, a patient portal platform developed by Sunnybrook 
Hospital in 2006.   

• In February, CMH will join many other hospitals in Southwestern Ontario by 
integrating MyChart™ with ClinicalConnect, allowing patients to view 
discharge summaries, lab results and more.  

• The initiative allows patients to actively participate in their health journey 
through a seamless pathway using the MyChart™ platform.  

• The initial launch involves patients from our Medical Daycare program. 
Training for staff and communication plans are in development.  

• The platform will be expanded to other clinical programs throughout the winter 
and spring 2019.  Serving over 250,000 patients a year, CMH is the first to 
deploy the MyChart™ technology in the Waterloo Wellington regions.  

• This initiative aligns with our clinical strategy to redefine CMH as a best in 
class, medium sized community hospital. 
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Staff Engagement 

 
 

 
Huddle refresh continue 
• As part of the corporate initiative to enhance staff engagement, huddles are 

undergoing a significant refresh. 
• Leaders are being supported through a coaching strategy led by Organizational 

Development and the Transformation Office. 
• The coaching incorporates leadership skills taught within the CMH leadership 

education portfolio (e.g., Crucial Conversations, 5 Habits, etc.). 
• As the coaching component is established and normalized, the goal will be for 

leaders to coach their staff to lead huddles, providing them with opportunities to 
develop new competencies and leadership skills.   
  

 

     

Improve Quality 

 
Update: CMH Accessibility Plan 2018-2022 
• CMH’s Accessibility Plan 2018-2022 was designed to reflect the requirements we 

needed to maintain as defined by the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities 
Act (AODA).  

• This multi-year plan describes the measures CMH will take over a five-year 
period to identify, remove and prevent barriers to people with disabilities who live, 
work in, or use the facilities and services at our hospital. 

• Since its inception, CMH Accessibility Committee (CMHAC) has worked diligently 
to create an accessible environment that is aligned to our vision, including: 

o Development of a facility-wide signage and wayfinding system  
o Development of corporate-wide learning on-line course called 

‘Accessibility at CMH’ that can be accessed through our on-line Learning 
Management System. This course explains best practices when working 
with patients and visitors who have disabilities.  

o Website content reviews and system updates to ensure site is accessible. 
o Design assessments of the new Wing A and soon to be refurbished Wing 

B to ensure they are in accordance to the Integrated Accessibility 
Standards Regulation 191/11 (IASR) 

• The plan is available for all to review from the hospital’s website.  
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Accreditation update 
• Going through the four-year Accreditation cycle is part of our organization’s 

commitment to providing a high standard of care to our patients and the 
community.  

• The hospital is preparing for an on-site visit by Accreditation Canada in 
November 2019. New to the Accreditation team will be a patient surveyor, who 
will be tasked within determining whether patient and family centred care 
standards are met. 

• The focus of this year’s efforts is on “medication reconciliation” and “patients as 
partners.” 

• Beginning 2018, hospitals are required to demonstrate evidence of medication 
reconciliation at all transition points in service, including admission, transfer 
between services (e.g., from ICU to a medicine unit) and at discharge.  

• The inclusion of patient engagement within direct care and organizational 
governance and design was also started in 2018. Some examples of ‘patients as 
partners’ include: 

o Treatment decisions made on patient preferences, medical evidence and 
clinical judgement 

o Services co-designed with patients, clients, families and the community 
• To prepare for Accreditation, three survey need to be completed: 

o The Patient Safety Culture was published Jan. 21 and runs until March 4. 
This confidential survey asks staff and physician to share their perceptions 
and opinions about patient safety practices and incident reporting at 
Cambridge Memorial Hospital.   

o A Worklife Pulse Survey will be sent out in the spring. The survey is also 
part of our commitment to the Excellent Care for All Act (2010) and is sent 
out every two years. Results will help validate and course correct the work 
of Count Us In council that stemmed from the 2017 poll. 

o A Governance Functioning Survey  
• By the end of spring, all surveys will be closed and assessed for gaps. Policy 

updates and actions plans to close gaps will be done during the summer months 
leading to November’s onsite visit.  
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Drive Value and Affordability 

 
Handover update 

• Work continues at the new wing. All subcontractors have been paid and are 
available to be scheduled for work by the contractor.  

• What remains are the commissioning of systems and correction of 
deficiencies.  

• As anticipated, the March 4 handover deadline will not be met and no date 
has been provided by the contractor. 

•  We still believe that we are on track for a spring handover.  
 

Super-user training started! 
• A significant marker in our journey to occupying the new patient care wing 

took place on Jan. 29: Super-user training started!  
• Over 20 staff toured various parts of the new facility, learning about 

headwalls, nurse call systems, security features among other things.  
• Representing the programs that will be in the new wing once care is offered, 

these super-users will in turn train their colleagues during the weeks before 
we transfer patients into and open the doors to our new wing.  

 
Hospital receives $1.7 in HIRF grants 

• On Tuesday, Jan. 22 the Ministry announced CMH will be getting $1.7M to do 
infrastructure upgrades. These upgrades include the addition of a new diesel 
fuel storage tank, refurbishment of our boiler system and completing phases 3 
and 4 of Wing C's sprinkler system.  

• The Healthcare Infrastructure Renewal Fund is set up to help hospitals 
maintain aging buildings. Hospitals apply on a yearly basis to the fund.  

• Many thanks to Amanda Thibodeau, project coordinator in Facilities for her 
diligent work in preparing CMH's successful application.  
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Strengthen our People 

 
2018 Career Achievement 

• On January 30, we celebrated the 2018 career milestones of 180 staff and 
physicians.  

• Combined, this cohort provided 2500 years of service to the hospital and our 
community! A special thank you was made to one of our staff (now retired) 
who celebrated 45 years at the hospital in 2018.  
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